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The authors have made the analysis of energy consumption by positive-displacement hydraulic drive and 
asynchronous motor with phase rotor in the course of crane mechanisms operation at all stages of motion: 
acceleration, movement at nominal or intermediate speed, and deceleration. There have been determined 
and compared equivalent capacities per work cycle for electric and hydraulic drives of crane mechanisms 
depending on operating conditions group and operation time. There has been justified the decrease of rated 
capacity of electric motor of crane mechanisms’ hydraulic drive as compared with the case of applying 

asynchronous motor with phased rotor for the same mechanisms. 

1. Introduction 

The price of a hydraulic drive’s electric motor, with 
other conditions considered, is determined by its 
capacity, which in the long run affects capital 
expenditure on hoisting machine [1, 3–6]. That is why it 
is reasonable not also to determine electric drive’s 
capacity, but also to compare it with that of 
electromechanical drive [2]. 

2. Scientific novelty 

The scientific novelty of this work lies in the fact that for 
the first time an analytical expression was obtained to 
determine the equivalent power of the electric motor 
drive, taking into account the linear change in time of the 
power that is consumed by the engine during 
acceleration and generator braking. The validity of the 
obtained expressions was confirmed by tests on real 
bridge cranes of the Kharkov “Turboatom” factory with 
a lifting capacity of 30/5 tons, as well as on a bridge 
crane of the “Uzlovsky” machine-building factory with a 
lifting capacity of 15/3 tons and on the "Kirovets” frame- 
crane with a lifting capacity of 10 tons installed in the 
Kiev port. 

3. Practical significance 

The practical significance of this study lies in the fact that 
during field experiments on the bench (fig. 1), as well as 
on the above-mentioned real cranes, it was possible to 
reduce the equivalent power of the drive motor by 1.4 ÷ 
1.6 times for any groups of operating modes of the 
movement (rotation) mechanism of the crane. So, for 

example, it was possible to reduce the power of the 
mechanism for moving the bridge crane with a lifting 
capacity of 15/3 tons at the “Uzlovsky” machine-building 
factory from 11 kW to 7 kW, and the turning mechanism 
of the hydrostatic drive of the “Kirovets” frame-crane with 
a lifting capacity of 10 tons from 55 kW to 40 kW. Note 
that in addition to reducing the equivalent power, there is 
a decrease in the cost of electricity for the completion of 
the crane operation cycle [7]. From the graphs given in [7] 
it is clearly seen that the ratio of energy costs in an 
electromechanical drive in relation to energy costs in an 
adjustable hydraulic actuator lies in the range from 1.5 to 
3.1 in the absence of uniform crane movement. This ratio 
reaches 1 at such values of the time of uniform movement 
of the crane (from 28 to 75 seconds), which are not found 
in real operating conditions of the crane. The above data 
follows from the diagram of changes in power 
consumption of two compared drives (7, fig. 2). A 
decrease in dynamic loads on the metal structures of the 
crane by about 40% was also noted [8], [9]. 

4. Aim and problem statement 

The aim of this work is to substantiate the decrease of 
rating capacity of drive electric motor in crane 
mechanisms’ hydraulic drives as compared with the case 
of using asynchronous motor with phase rotor for the 
same mechanisms. To achieve the set aim it is necessary 
to solve a number of tasks: to analyze the character of 
power consumption by hydrostatic power drive and 
asynchronous motor with phase rotor in the course of 
operation of crane mechanisms at all stages of motion: 
acceleration, movement at nominal or intermediate 
speed, deceleration; to determine equivalent capacities of 
both types of power drives and to compare them. 
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5. Results 

The comparative analysis has been performed on the 
results of industrial testing of two types of drives of 
motion mechanisms for overhead cranes with hoisting 
capacity of 30/5, 20/5, 15/3 tons, swing-out mechanism 
of frame-crane with hoisting capacity of 10 tons and 
benchmark tests (fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. The bench for testing movement and swing mechanisms 
of cranes with positive displacement regulated hydraulic drive: 

1 – Weight cooled with running water to imitate static 
momentum of resistance to movement or swing; 2 – Flywheel 
weights to imitate the momentum of rotating masses energy 
(parameters of a wide range of hoisting capacity cranes are 
imitated); 3 – Radio strain sensors to transmit the twisting 
momentum to the amplifier and on to ADC; 4 – TMG-30P 

tacho-generator for recording hydromotor’s rotation speed; 5 – 
IIM#5 hydromotor; 6 – High pressure pipes; 7 – IID#5 axial-

piston pump; 8 – AO 62-4 electric motor; 9 – TMG-30P tacho-
generator for recording rotation speed of electric motor as well 
as its operation in generation mode; 10 – Dial wattmeter; 11 – 

P004 power converter; 12 – Laptop; 13 – Amplifiers; 14 – 
Executive part of the control system; 15 – Refilling tank; 16 – 

Outlet pipe; 17 – Pressure gauges 

The analysis shows that at uniform acceleration and 
deceleration there appear a number of discrepancies in 
the manner of drives parameters changes (fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Diagrams of changes in drives’ parameters. 
a – electrical; b – hydraulic; M, P – rotation torque and power 

on the shaft of electric motor; n, nhm – the rates of electric 
motor and hydromotor’s rotation; Mhm – the momentum on the 

hydromotor’s shaft; t – time. 

Rotating torque on the rotor of hydraulic drive’s 
electric motor, and thus the current spent on the motor’s 
heating-up change in accordance with the linear law 
(proportionally to the speed of the crane’s movement). 
Concerning a common electric drive (asynchronous 
electric motor with phase rotor) this value remains 

practically unchanged. Due to this fact, the thermal 
conditions within the hydraulic drive’s motor are less 
intense, which permits in a number of cases to decrease 
the rated capacity of driving electric motors. Thus, it 
became possible to use a 7 kilowatt motor for hydraulic 
drive of a bridge-crane with hoisting capacity of 15/3 tons 
instead of an 11 kW motor, for the hydraulic swing drive 
of “Kirovets” frame-crane with hoisting capacity of 10 
tons a 40 kW motor was used instead of 55 kW motor 
with the same time on starting-and-braking processes. 

It is reasonable to compare the powers of electric motors 
of two different types of drives when used in various 
operation conditions. The numerical values are given for the 
bridge-crane with hoisting capacity of 30/5 tons (the span is 
22.5 m; the total weight without cargo is 43.3 tons; the 
carriage weight is 10.632 tons; the rated motion speed is 76.5 
m per minute; the rollers’ diameter is 800 mm; the crane’s 
motion mechanism’s drive is separate). 

The hydraulic drive for such a crane consists of 
asynchronous motors of A0 or A02 series, IID regulated 
pumps, IIM hydromotors, electronic tracking system to 
control pumps’ effectiveness; electric drive includes 
metallurgical crane motors of MTV series. Hydraulic 
drive’s electric motor is cut off from power during the 
breaks between the cycles of the motion mechanism’s 
operation, there being no need in its constant operation. 

The research were conducted in the operation 
conditions of both types of drives with operation periods 
(OP) of 15, 25, 40, 60% (groups of operation conditions 
of М1÷М8 correspondingly) for operation conditions of 
high and low intensity of transition processes, for two 
options of electric drive motor’s deceleration – by means 
of opposition circuiting and mechanical brake for 
different cases of using drives at low speeds of 
movement ( rated/e V V ). 

By transition process of high intensity are meant the 
operation conditions ensuring crane acceleration of 

2
cc 0,21 m / sa  , crane deceleration deca   20,41 m/s ; 

at low intensity dimensions, and some other parameters. 
By analyzing the curves in Fig. 4, the following 

conclusions can 2
acc dec 0,1 m/sa a  . The high intensity 

operation conditions are ensured at the operation of the 
hydromotor and the pump under pressure of 160 MPa 
which is limited by safety valves adjustment. The low 
intensity operation conditions are stipulated by electric 
drive at controller’s smooth switching from the zero 
position to the limit and back. 

Considering the operation of a crane’s motion and 
swinging mechanisms in the modes of acceleration, even 
motion, and deceleration, it is reasonable to select the 
drive electric motor’s capacity by equivalent capacity eP  

per cycle: 
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where eP  – current power on the shaft of electric motor; 

t  – time. 
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The research has shown that in transition processes at 
the linear change in the pump adjustment parameter the 
power and torque momentum on the electric motor shaft, 
as well as consumed and recuperated power and the 

current in stator windings change linearly. That is why, 
as to an electrical hydraulic drive with taking into 
account its operation by trapeziform tachogram the 
expression (1) can be presented as follows: 
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 (2) 

where p.maxP – maximum positive power on the flywheel 

shaft at the end of the acceleration period; p.xP – positive 

power on the flywheel shaft at even motion; g.maxP – 

maximum negative power on the flywheel shaft at the 
initial period of generative deceleration; red  – reducer’s 

efficiency factor at the end of acceleration period, at the 
beginning of generative deceleration, at even motion; 

h.drive – total efficiency factor of the hydrostatic drive at 

the end of acceleration period, at the beginning of 
generative deceleration, at even motion; еl.en.g  – electric 

motor’s efficiency factor in generative mode of 
operation. 

Time pt  of acceleration and h.tt  of deceleration is 

written without 0.75 coefficient which is introduced for 
taking into account the worsening of the motor’s cooling 
conditions in common electric drives in transition 
periods, because in hydraulic drives electric motor 
rotates in transition periods at about rated speed with no 
worsening of cooling conditions. 

The 1/3 coefficient in front of   shows that the 
motor’s cooling conditions worsen when it is cut off 
from power supply. 

The 4
el.en.g  multiplier shows that the mechanical 

power of motor working as generator at the same 
electrical power conditioning its heating is 2

el.en.g1 /  

times more than the motor’s mechanical power at its 
operation in the motion mode [3]. For electric drive at 
accelerating and decelerating with constant rotation 
torques on the motor’s shaft the expression (1) can be 
written as follows: 
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 (3) 

where p.maxP – maximum negative power on the flywheel 

shaft at the initial period of its operation on 
countercurrent; t.dt – time of drive’s deceleration while 

operating on countercurrent; п  – a drive’s efficiency 

factor while operating on countercurrent; σ  – efficiency 

factor of motor’s stator while operating on 
countercurrent. 

Expression (3) was obtained bearing in mind that 
during the motor’s accelerating and its operating on 

countercurrent under the integral sign in formula (1) 
there is indicated the power attributed to the crane’s 
rated speed [3]. 

Thus, concerning a crane’s electric drive, the power 
on the electric motor’s shaft is taken as constant for 
convenience not only on the even movement stage, but 
also remains unchanged on the whole stage of 
accelerating ( p.maxP ) and decelerating by opposition 

circuiting ( g.maxP ). 

The motors were selected by equivalent capacity eP  

per cycle, tested for overload capacity and tolerable 
number of activations per hour, after which the rated 
power was determined by the largest of the needed 
capacities. The results of calculations for acceleration 
and decelerations of various intensities, as well as for 
different types of electric drive’s deceleration are shown 
in fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparative graphs of rated and equivalent capacities 
and their relations for electric and hydraulic drives depending 
on the mechanism’s operation time OP%: 

eP  , eP =f(OP%): 1, 2 – low and high (correspondingly) 

intensity of hydraulic drives’ acceleration and deceleration; 3, 
4 – electric drive, low and high (correspondently) intensity of 
acceleration and deceleration, decelerating by countercurrent; 
5, 6 – electric drive, low and high (correspondently) intensity 
of acceleration and deceleration, decelerating by a mechanical 
brake. 

Analyzing the graphs, the following conclusions can 
be made. In the same operation conditions equivalent 
capacity of hydraulic drive per working cycle of electric 
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motor is less than that of electric drive which can be 
explained by favourable conditions of electric drive’s 
load (electric motor initially accelerates idly, becoming 
loaded later) and by the absence of countercurrent 
deceleration. For electric drive the motor’s rated capacity 
in the studied cases is determined by heating conditions 
(curves eP  and setP  coincide), i.e. by the value of P. This 

capacity grows with the intensity of drive’s operation in 
terms of operation period OP%. 

The hydraulic drive motor’s rated capacity in the 
studied cases is determined, unlike that for electric drive, 
by overload capacity of motors of A0 and A02 series 
(lines setP  for all OP% are located above eP  curves) and 

are not determined by OP% (lines 1 and 2 run parallel to 
OP% axis [marked as OP% in fig. 3]. 

In the studied cases at low intensity of acceleration 
and deceleration the presence or absence of 
countercurrent decelerating does not affect the value of 
the electric drive’s rated capacity (curves 3 and 6 
coincide); at high intensity of acceleration and 
deceleration the use of only mechanical brake leads to 
the decrease in rated capacity by 15%. 

In Fig. 4 there are shown the graphs built on the data 
of Fig. 3 with some addenda. Here, the adopted symbols 

set.elP , OP% – rated capacity of electric drive’s motor 

taken at OP% the drive is working at; set.elP =25% – the 

rated capacity of electric drive’s motor is given for the 
OP=25%. The ratio set.elP / set.hP , OP=25% gives the idea 

of not only of the capacities ratio, but also to some extent 
of mass, be made. For a hydraulic drive the best ratio of 
rated capacities is obtained at high intensity of 
acceleration and deceleration, and intensive exploiting 
by OP% (curves 3, 4, 8, 10). In this case the ratio of 

set.elP / set.hP  may reach as much as 2.5. The worst ratio of 

rated capacities for a hydraulic drive is noted at low 
intensity of acceleration and deceleration with 
decelerating by mechanical brake of electric drive and 
light intensity of operation by OP% (curves 1, 2, 9). 

This can be explained by the fact that in these 
operation conditions the choice of the hydraulic drive’s 
rated capacity is to a great extent stipulated by overload 
capacity of industrial motors which is 1.3 to 1.5 times 
less than those for metallurgy cranage. 

Correlation by equivalent capacity demonstrates that 
the ratio of set.elP / set.hP  practically doesn’t depend on 

OP%, and is always to the advantage of hydraulic drive, 
varying between 1.3 …1.65 (curves 5, 6, 7) depending 
on the transition processes’ intensity and the type of 
electric drive’s decelerating. 

In the practice of lifting-and-shifting machines 
exploitation there are cases when a drive designated for 
operation at a predetermined rated speed ratedV  is used at 

the speed other than the rated speed ( ratedV V ), for 

instance at an insufficient distance between bridge-
cranes within the same span, or a small turning angle of 
a portal crane. 

 

Fig. 4. Graphs of rated and equivalent capacities and their 
ratios for electric and hydraulic drives depending on the 
mechanism’s operation period OP% (groups of operation 
modes): 

1, 2 – set.elP , OP% [marked as OP% in the Figure 4] ( set.hP ; 

set.elP OP=25% set.hP – at low intensity of acceleration and 

deceleration; 3, 4 – set.elP , OP% ( set.hP ; set.elP OP=25% set.hP – 

at high intensity of acceleration and deceleration; 5, 6 – e.elP  / 

e.hP – at low intensity of acceleration and deceleration; 7, 8 – 

( e.elP  / e.hP ; set.elP , OP%) set.hP  – at high intensity of 

acceleration and deceleration, electric drive’s decelerating by 

mechanical brake; 9, 10 – set.elP , OP% ( set.hP ; set.elP , OP%) 

set.hP – at low and high (correspondingly) intensity of 

acceleration and deceleration, electric drive’s decelerating by 
mechanical brake. 

In Fig.5 there is the dependency e.elP , e.h ( )P f e . 

The analysis of the curves demonstrates that the electric 
drive’s equivalent capacity is the more the less its 
velocity capacity is used (the less e is). The hydraulic 
drive’s equivalent capacity is the more the more its 
velocity capacity is used. 

The analysis of the curves demonstrated in Fig.6 
makes it possible to come to the following conclusions. 
For a hydraulic drive the best relation of equivalent 
capacities is achieved at insignificant use of the drives’ 
speed capacities ( 0e  ). This relation is the higher, the 
higher intensity of transition processes is, and the higher 
the intensity of operation conditions by OP%. Thus, for 
example, at 0.0333e   the ratio e.el e.h/ 22P P  . The 

worse ratio of equivalent capacities for a hydraulic drive 
is viewed at the maximum use of drives’ speed 
capacities ( 1e  ). In such a case at various operation 

conditions the ratio e.el e.h/P P  reaches 1.3 …1.65 which 

was seen earlier at the studying of curves 5, 6, 7 in Fig.4 
assuming 1e  . 
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Fig. 5. The graphs of equivalent capacities e.elP , e.h ( )P f e  

for electromechanical and hydraulic drives depending on their 
use by speed: 1 – small intensity of acceleration and 
deceleration, operation at OP=15%; 2 – the same at OP=25%; 
3 – the same at OP=40%; 4 – the same at OP=60%; 5 – high 
intensity of acceleration and deceleration, operation at 
OP=15%; 6 – the same at OP=25%; 7 – the same at OP=40%; 
8 – the same at OP=60% 

 

Fig. 6. The graphs of equivalent capacities relations 

e.el e.h/ ( )P P f e  for electric and hydraulic drives. 

On the grounds of the conducted research it can be 
stated that the rated capacity of hydraulic drive’s electric 
motor when exploited in conditions of intensive 
acceleration, deceleration, and OP% is less than that of 
electric drive. Similar conclusions can be reached by 
performing calculations by equivalent momentum. 

4. Conclusions 

There has been performed the comparison of rated and 
equivalent capacities and their ratios for electric and 
hydraulic drives of crane mechanisms depending on 
groups of operation conditions and operation period. The 
advantages of hydraulic drive’s electric motor by 
equivalent capacity as compared with electric drive 
increase in the case when operation conditions are 
characterized by insignificant use of the drives’ speed 
capacities. At small intensities of acceleration and 
deceleration and light operation conditions hydraulic 
drive by the rated capacity of electric motor is less 
effective than electric drive on account of low overload 
capacity of electric motors. The expounded conclusions 
determine advisable areas of using drives from the 
perspective of getting maximum advantages in terms of 
the equivalent and rated capacity. 
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